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THESE PIECES
 NEVER FADE

By Faux wants you to always have it beautiful around
you. Plants are a part of our well-being and should only

be enjoyable, and not require time and care. By Faux
creates living environments with beautifully artificial
plant walls that become a natural part of the interior.
Timeless and sustainable.  By Faux make the interior

greener.
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PLANTWALL

Inspired by our Nordic greenery, we have designed a plant wall to reflect the

Scandinavian nature. Grass, ivy, fern and juniper in a ready-combined mix. With

a plant wall, green plants are integrated into the environment naturally and

effectively. Indoor plant walls are suitable for all types of environments. For

example, rooms with high ceilings or small spaces where care, maintenance and

watering are difficult.  Even darker spaces such as corridors that otherwise

require plant lighting. Environments such as office space, entrance, schools,

restaurants, shops, sport venues and swimming pools are suitable for artificial

plant walls.

Care and manitenance

Lägg till lite brödtext

Besides being visually beautiful, the plant walls create new
interior options because the artificial plants can be placed
anywhere, without having to consider lighting conditions,
allergies and care. The plant walls can be mounted on
most flat surfaces and only needs to be sprayed and
dusted off from time to time.
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Facts

According to the stated test results, the material is referred
to fire technical class B-s1, d0. Fire tested to BS EN ISO
11925–2: 2010 and certified to BS EN ISO 13501–2007 + A1:
2009. The products are made of PE (polyethylene) which is
recyclable. The products are UV safe and are also suitable
for outdoor use.

Sustainability

A maintenance-free plant wall requires minimal care and
neither sunlight nor built-in irrigation systems. With a
design that is sustainable over time, the plant wall will and
can be used year after year. For us, sustainability means that
the artificial plants never need to be replaced, possibly
change location.

Adjustment
Create a unique plant wall by adding both flowers and
other types of greenery. The plant walls can also be
adapted based on existing measurements and cut to
the right size and dimension. With a simple fastening
system, the wall is mounted as easy up as down.



4321

4318

4317

80X240 CM

100X100 CM

100X100 CM

4320

ARTIFICIAL PANEL 
OF MOSS

ARTIFICIAL PANEL OF
BOXWOOD 

1 - PACK ARTIFICIAL
PLANTWALL 

100X100 CMARTIFICIAL PANEL OF FERN 250 EURO4319 

3 - PACK ARTIFICIAL
PLANTWALL

PLANT WALLS ART.NR. DESCRIPTION SIZE
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RRP/P.P

1 125 EURO

250 EURO

80X80 CM 375 EURO

250 EURO

4312 60X60 CMNORDIC CEILING - MOSS 
WITH BRANCH

190 EURO

4313 60X60 CMNORDIC CEILING - MOSS 170 EURO

All prices are excl. vat. and shipping



SOUNDABSORBING GREEN WALLS

Why choose between an artificial green wall and soundabsorbers? Now you can

have both at the same time. With our special designed fixing and custom made

soundabsorbers you will besides have a visually beautiful green wall have  a

considerably better acoustic environment. 

Green environment has the effect on us humans that we slow down the pace

while sharpening our attention. A kind of mindfulness experience without us

actively practicing it.

ART.NR. DESCRIPTION SIZE RRP/P.P

71727 50X50 CM30 MM SOUND ABSORBER   
FOR ARTIFICIAL WALL 
(4321 & 4320)

29 EURO
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SOUNDABSORBER
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